DEVELOPMENT OF THE LOVE LIFE
striking but at the same time most mystifying aspect of that
process which we call "love at first sight." Love and its causes
have ever raised the wonder and curiosity both of the plain
man and of the philosopher, but, apart from more or less
unsatisfactory theory and vague speculation, neither has been
able to bring forward any explanation of the sudden over-
powering attraction which a young man or woman, boy or
girl, may feel for some one member of the opposite sex; one
whose charms may appear to more unbiassed eyes to be but
little if at all superior to those of others of the loved one's
age and situation. Thanks however to the work of the
psycho-analytic school, psychology is at last beginning to cast
a few rays of light upon the darkness which has hitherto
surrounded this central problem of human life and feeling.
Freud, in a recent article1 summarizing the results of psycho-
analysis in this direction, has divided loves into two main
types:—	Two types of
 (1)	the narcissistic type,	love:—
 (2)	the dependence type.
In the first type the love is the result of a projection of
the lover's self on to some other person—the narcissistic love The
originally directed to the Self being thus displaced on to the narcissistic
person of the loved one—through some process of identification
or some strong associative link. Love of this type is frequently
manifested in ties of a homosexual nature, where the lover
finds in one of his own sex a nearer copy of himself than
would otherwise be possible. It is also manifested in some of
the fervent affections of parents for their children, where the
parents regard those whom they have produced as in a manner
an extension of themselves (cp. below Ch. XIV). And finally it
is manifested in some connections of a normal heterosexual
kind; a man for example finds and admires in his wife those
feminine qualities which are present in himself but to which,
so long as they are in himself, he is unable (owing to repression
of the feminine side of his nature) to .afford full recognition
or appreciation; or a woman finds attractive in a man those
qualities of boyishness and masculinity which she herself
possessed in some degree before the time of puberty but which
1 u Zur Einffchrung des Narzifimus." Jahrbuch fur Psychoatialyse, VI, i.
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